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In the past, the use of intercom systems was limited to the schools and colleges, mostly  for
announcement and calling the teachers down to the main office. Most people had a clear
impression of this technology and its benefits but never really thought how they can use it to their
advantage.

However, with rapid development of technology and intense advertising of the advantages
associated with the intercoms, people are gradually starting to use them for their households as well
as offices. Their inclusion can add a lot of security and convenience thereby minimizing the chances
of illegal intruders from infiltrating the house and causing any damage.

These are most commonly installed outside the gate above the main door to keep a track of the
visitors. Not only can this, apart from serving outdoors, these also be used for pure indoor purposes
also say calling everyone to the dinner table when the super is ready to be served.

intercom systems are mainly of two types namely the fixed settings and wireless settings. The
purpose and mode of functioning is pretty alike in both the cases but in case of the fixed settings,
the monitor is installed in a wall and a button is fixed next to it pressing which enables to
communicate whereas the wireless settings enables free communication from any part of the room.
It is needless to explain why wireless settings are preferred in almost every case..

Nowadays, the intercom systems are used for multiple purposes in both homes as well as the
commercial sectors. In many offices, the telephones have similar features to allow the employees of
one department speak to a person from a different department over the phone without having to visit
in person to communicate.
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For more information on a aiphone intercom, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a intercom systems!
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